1 Similar results from alternative glacier models

In this section we demonstrate that an alternative glacier model gives similar answers to the three-stage model\(^{S1}\) used in the main analysis. The three-stage model provides enhanced performance at high frequencies (i.e., \(f > 1/(2\pi\tau)\)) compared to an earlier class of analytic models that used a simple relaxation model of glacier dynamics (a one-stage model), represented by a first-order differential equation\(^{S2,S3}\).

\[
\left(\frac{d}{dt} + \frac{1}{\tau}\right) L' = \beta b'(t) , \tag{S1}
\]

Eq. (S1), and closely related equivalents, have been widely used in studies exploring glacier response to climate change\(^{S4,S5,S6}\). As such it is worth showing that, within our framework, one could use either Eq. (3) or Eq. (S1) and obtain similar results. For this one-stage model the equivalent solutions to Eq. (5) and (7) are:

\[
\phi_1(t_o, \tau) = \tau \cdot \left[ 1 - \frac{\tau}{t_o} \left( 1 - e^{-t_o/\tau} \right) \right] , \tag{S2}
\]
and

$$
\psi_1(\tau) = \tau \cdot \sqrt{\frac{\Delta t}{2\tau}}.
$$

(S3)

and so the equivalent amplification factor for the one-stage model is given by

$$
\gamma_1(t_o, \tau) = \phi_1(t_o, \tau)/\psi_1(\tau).
$$

Figure S1 compares the $\gamma$s from the one-stage and three-stage equations and demonstrates that, for both models, $\gamma \sim 5$ to 6 in the parameter space applicable to alpine glaciers and century-scale climate trends. The value of $\gamma$ for the one-stage model is slightly higher than for the three-stage model because, for a given $\tau$, the one-stage equations respond more quickly to a trend. However, the essential point is that the detailed dynamics do not matter much - physical systems with decadal response times will act as sensitive amplifiers of centennial-scale climate change. We note that ref. S3 uses an equation identical in form to Eq. (S1), but proposes a different, semi-empirical scaling for response time, $\tau \sim \bar{L}/u$, where $\bar{L}$ is the mean-state length and $u$ is a characteristic velocity. Whereas ref. S7 took $u$ to be the speed of kinematic surface waves at the terminus, ref. S3

![Figure S1: Amplification factor $\gamma$ in the relationship $s_L = \gamma \cdot s_b$, contoured as a function of the glacier response time and the duration of the applied trend. (a) $\gamma$ for the 3-stage model (Eq. 8), reproducing Figure 2b; (b) $\gamma$ for the 1-stage model (Eq. S1). The red-dashed box shows the range of parameter space that applies for typical alpine glaciers and centennial-scale climate trends from anthropogenic climate change.](image)
relates \( u \) to mass flux and, via a scale analysis, to simple functions of glacier geometry, then finally calibrating it to the output of numerical models. Ref. S1 demonstrates that the original scaling of ref. S2 \( (\tau = -H/b_t) \) better captures glacier dynamics. But regardless, since there is uncertainty in \( H \) we include a broad uncertainty in our estimates of \( \tau \). In the next sections we derive two independent ways to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio of glacier length.

2 The PDF of the null hypothesis in the presence of climatic persistence

As noted in the main text and methods, we evaluated our modeled mass-balance time series, \( b'(t) \), for the presence of persistence (i.e., autocorrelations in time, after linear detrending). 34 of the 37 mass-balance time series were consistent with white noise. However studies have shown that if persistence were present, it would enhance \( \sigma_{L}^{S8,S9} \). Various statistical models exist for representing such persistence. Ref. S9 showed that so-called ‘power-law’ persistence of the form \( P(f) = P_0 (f/f_0)^{-\eta} \), where \( P(f) \) is the spectral power as a function of frequency \( f \), had the largest impact on \( \sigma_L \). Taking Hintereisferner again as an example, we find the power spectrum of the detrended \( b'(t) \) is characterized by \( \eta = 0.15 \pm 0.2 \) (95% bounds), which is not statistically significant and thus consistent with the autoregression tests. Nevertheless we can take a what-if approach: in the event such persistence were present, what would the be impact on our conclusions? Following ref. S9 we generate long synthetic mass-balance times series in which power-law persistence is present (but with no underlying climate trend), and determine the null probability distribution of the \( \Delta L_s \) that arise in arbitrary 130 yr time periods as a result of this random climate variability. Fig. S2 shows the resulting PDFs for the parameters appropriate for Hintereisferner. Adding persistence does
Figure S2: The impact of persistence on the null probability distribution of $\Delta L$ for Hintereisferner. The curves show the PDFs of $\Delta L$s that occur for arbitrary 130-yr segments of long synthetic climate time series in which varying amounts of persistence of the form $P(f) = P_0 (f/f_0)^{-\eta}$ have been added, but with no trend; and compared to the observed retreat of Hintereisferner. PDF areas are normalized to 1.

broaden the distribution of $\Delta L|^{null}$. However, even for the extreme case of $\eta = 0.4$, the probability of the observed glacier retreat remains less than 1%. Thus our conclusion that it is ‘virtually certain’ the observed retreat required a climate change remains the same.

3 Application to a global distribution of glaciers

We apply our analysis to 37 glaciers across five geographic regions (the Alps, Scandinavia, North America, Asia, the Southern Hemisphere). Data for glacier length comes from ref. S6; and for mass balance from the World Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS)$^{S10}$, unless otherwise noted in the SI spreadsheet. The two other key factors are $b_t$, the annual mass balance at the terminus, and $H$ the characteristic thickness near the terminus. We draw on a variety of sources for these, but primarily $b_t$ is taken from vertical mass-balance profiles reported by WGMS; where possible $H$ is taken from observed or modeled glacier profiles, otherwise we use the thickness scalings provided by ref. S11 and S12, from which $H$ can be estimated from other geometric glaciers parameters provided by the WGMS$^{S10}$. 
In the supplementary spreadsheet, the complete set of parameters for all 37 glacier are provided, along with their sources (refs. S10 to S43). We preferentially selected valley glaciers with long mass-balance records (or long records from nearby glaciers), and continuous length histories without long gaps. We could not always satisfy these conditions, particularly for glaciers in Asia and South America, which typically have sparse length histories. For 16 of the 37 glaciers the length records are too sparse to determine the degrees of freedom (these glaciers are indicated in SI spreadsheet), and for these we stipulate a flat, negative definite prior on $s_L$. This choice for $h_{s_L}^{L_{obs}}$ is consistent with the observed retreat ($\Delta L < 0$) of all these glaciers (Figs. 1 and S3 to S7); and also with the modeled negative mass balance (due primarily to the observed warming trends, all of which are significant at the 5% level). Characteristic glacier response times of several decades mean we can be certain that, despite only having sparse observations, we have not mistakenly identified as a retreat what was actually an overall advance. In many instances this can be verified by evidence that is additional to the formal length measurements including aerial photography, historical records, and geomorphic analysis. Given $\Delta L < 0$, and since $\sigma_L$ is positive definite, $s_L|^{obs}$ must be negative. Further, this flat PDF allows the possibility that $s_L$ is arbitrarily close to zero, which implies arbitrarily large $\sigma_L$. When combined with our climate-based PDF, $h_{s_L}(s_L)^{T,P_{obs}}$, our analyses for several glaciers do indeed show upper bounds (97.5%) of $\sigma_L \gg 1$ km (Fig. 1, S3 to S7, and SI spreadsheet). The potential for such large $\sigma_L$ acts to increase $p_{L}^{null}$ (the probability the observed retreat could have happened in a constant climate). However, it is likely that such large values for $\sigma_L$ can be ruled out on physical grounds, particularly for arid climates and smaller glaciers. Although not part of our analyses here, analytical (i.e., Eq. 6) or numerical modeling that included parameter uncertainty would help constrain $\sigma_L$, and would very likely further decrease $p_{L}^{null}$ in these cases.
For completeness, for all glaciers we report the statistical significance evaluated using both the full analyses (i.e., combining $h_{sL}\mid L_{obs}$ and $h_{sL}\mid T,P_{obs}$ using Bayes’ theorem), and also stipulating a flat, negative-definite prior for $h_{sL}\mid L_{obs}$ instead. Finally, for clarity, we also present the results of the analysis graphically for all five regions (Figs. S3 to S8).

Figure S3: Glacier analyses in the European Alps. The top left panel show the locations of the glacier analyzed. The bottom left panel shows the length histories and length histories of the glaciers analyzed. Right panels are as for Fig. 4.
Figure S4: As for Fig. S3, but for analyzed glaciers in Scandinavia.
Figure S5: As for Fig. S3, but for analyzed glaciers in North America.
Figure S6: As for Fig. S3, but for analyzed glaciers in Asia.
Figure S7: As for Fig. S3, but for analyzed glaciers in the Southern Hemisphere.
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